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Our expert shares
decor and design's
best kept secrets
Follow us on Instagram @indiatoday_home
to stay up to date on design, interiors,
products, deals and a lot more.
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Home Improvement

GLITZ
MEETS
GLAMOUR

DESIGNER
DEN

Maithili Raut,
Rajiv Parekh,
Ekta Parekh and
Apoorva Shroff
(left to right); the
double height
dining moves into
the living (below)

Glittering aesthetics are the golden rule of design these
days, especially before the festive season kicks in. Take
a tip or two from design experts as they share real
residences from across the country.
By RIDHI KALE

Project Nandini Sankar’s Home
Design reD - Research and Enquiry
into Design
Partners Ekta Parekh, Maithili Raut, Rajiv
Parekh and Apoorva Shroff
Location Mumbai
Area 3,000 sq ft
Designed for friends who were well known
to the architects, this double storey home in
Mumbai’s Goregaon can’t help but be glamourous. “The owner has an eclectic taste and collects memorabilia which became an interesting
backdrop for the home. Further since the space
is on a high floor, it gets lots of natural light,
so we knew we could experiment with slightly
darker hues,” says Raut. The flooring is black
granite with different finishes, patterns, and
sizes. “Other interesting features include a
bench one single piece of wood that extends
throughout the window and a dark flowerbased wallpaper,” adds the architect. Her top
tip is not to be afraid to experiment.
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Home Improvement

MINIMAL AND MAGICAL

TWICE AS NICE

Designers Disha Bhavsar and Shivani
Ajmera (left); blue accent elements
stand out in this living space (right)
8
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Project The Jardin Home
Design Quirk Studio
Principal Designers Disha Bhavsar and Shivani Ajmera
Location Mumbai
Area 2000 sq ft
Taking a minimalistic approach was the key to design this large home in the
lush Juhu suburb of Mumbai. Designed as a getaway home for a Gujaratbased family, it is permanently inhabited by their son. A pleasant and modish place, fit for a bachelor, the home doubles up as a warm retreat for the
entire family as and when they visit. In fact, the living-cum-dining area in
the perfect example of understated luxe. So, how can you nail this unfussy
glamourous look? “Colour blocking, essentially pairing a few solid hues to
create a single bold look, is a great decor tactic that acts as a mood elevator,”
shares Bhavsar. Ajmera adds, “Accessorise with statement furniture pieces
and decor in bold colours to add vibrancy and liveliness within the home,
imbibing dynamism and vigour.”

c over story
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Architect Ankur Choksi (left); images of
the living areas in the holiday home
INDIA TODAY HOME
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Architect Pooja Bihani (left); the living room
opens into the stunning bar (top)

Project Concrete Dwelling
Design Spaces & Design
Principal Architect Pooja Bihani
Location Kolkata Area 3,000 sq ft
Celebrating the raw appeal of materials by giving them a rich and elegant
look, this home is a visual feast. “Whether it is the archiconcrete finish by
Asian paints, open pore wood furniture by Casa International and Arte
brotto or handmade black metal handles of the doors we underplayed everything that one sees, touches and feels. The result is a space that offers stillness
and peace of mind that cannot be described but only experienced,” explains

SMART DESIGN
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SPACE CRAFTED

RAISING THE BAR

Photographs by RAVI ASRANI

Project Stepped House
Design Studio Lotus
Principal Architect Ankur Choksi
Location Coonoor
Area 1.5 acres (site), 10,000 sq ft (built-up)
“Our concept for the Stepped House, a holiday
home in the hills of Coonoor, evolved from its
context, integrating the site, weather conditions, and the panoramic views of the valley
with indigenous building materials and techniques,” says Choksi. So, he and his team leveraged the slope of the site to create a stepped
profile that would blend with its surroundings,
opening-up the south and east faces to views of
the coffee plantations around the valley. “The
southwest orientation maximises views and
exposes the house to the sun, given Coonoor’s
cool climate. Working with existing contours,
we placed the structure on the flattest section
of the site and then staggered requirements
to minimise damage to the ecology while
reducing the construction duration,” he adds.
Against this backdrop is the clients’ eclectic art
and furniture collection. Another prominent
design element are the stone retaining walls
demarcating spaces.

Photographs by VIVEK DAS

WARM AND WELCOMING

Bihani. However, if she had to pick one
stand out feature, hands down it is the
bar. “Not only in the placement overlooking the garden but also in its raw appeal.
Casted out of pure concrete and kept raw,
the touch of the saw cut oak strips over it
moves one close to nature. The polished
cement does not give an unfinished feel.
The anthropetric iron installation by
Janarthan R in the backdrop looks stunning,” she says.

c over story
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Lights

UNDERSTATED LUXE

(clockwise from above) Designers Shamila
Meeran and Faisal Vohra; the curves of the sofa
soften the space; a swing adds drama

BROWN AND
BEAUTIFUL

Project The Cinnamon Home
Design F+S Designs, Hyderabad
Principal Designers Faisal Vohra and
Shamila Meeran
Location Hyderabad
Area 3,000 sq ft (carpet area)
When the clients have a penchant for different shades of browns and the house is in the
hands of F+S Designs you get The Cinnamon
Home. “The overarching motif of the project
is largely monotone, with punctuations of
brilliant colour, along with a play of distinct
materiality that stands out while also unifying around a common theme. Walls in the
main area have been treated with European
brown wallpapers that evoke a tactile feel
on touch and go elegantly well blanc veneer
treated in a nude polish,” says Vohra. “The
angled architecture of the two gorgeous
armchairs flank the luxurious curves of the
sofa, designed by Jean-Marie Massaud for
Poliform. At the centre, we have the elegantly
finished bronze coffee table adding the visual
weight and breaking the monotony with the
circular form,” adds Meeran.
12
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TIME to

SHINE

We all know that lighting can make or mar
the look of a room. So ahead of the seasonal
celebrations we got five light designers to
share tips and their latest designs.
By RIDHI KALE
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CRAFTED WITH CARE

A designer that has grabbed everyone’s
eyeballs is Shailesh Rajput, whose eponymous studio creates such imaginative
pieces that you can’t help but take notice.
Rajput is craft driven, who infuses soul
into his pieces. Take for instance the Yog
Surya Namaskar wall clock that features
handcrafted hard clay figurines in the 12
yoga asanas. His designs borrow from the
old and mould it for contemporary spaces.
Get This Shown here are the Arma-ter
lights (previous page) crafted in cast glass,
brass representing duality in nature. A
ripple effect piece of glass is placed carefully inside a rigid and stiff form of the
shell. Seepi (left) is the first from the Jal
series that explores life below water.
PRICE `25,000 per piece (Arma-ter);
`22,000 (Seepi)

TOP TIP FOR CORNERS
“With the festive season around
the corner I would recommend
investing in a sculpture-like wall
light with character of its own,
placed at the eye level to make the
interaction easy. Light has a
far-reaching impact on your mood
and emotions. So, putting the light on
the right canvas is equally important
to get the correct emotion,”
says Rajput.

14
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FRILLS AND THRILLS

Avni Sejpal dons many hats (she is an architect as well as a product
and environmental designer), however, her favourite hat happens to be
making brilliant, illuminating devices under the label Studio Avni. She
creates these pieces for public spaces, corporates, exhibitions, as well as
private homes.
Get This The latest offering from the studio is the Fluted series (above
and right), an extension of the Fold series. The collection focuses on
surface manipulation and tactile spatial interventions in metal. It borrows from the studio’s extensive textile experimentations and transfers
them to metal, to achieve a fluted effect.
PRICE on request

TOP TIP FOR DINING ROOMS
“Recessed or track lighting help focus
on any artworks on the wall or you can use
wall sconces. A table lamp on the dining
console or a floor lamp adds mood lighting.
During festivities, layer the dining area with
fairy lights in a bowl and festive diyas.
A dimmer will reduce glare and create a
warm glow. Use lights above the dining
table to demarcate the space either by
using a large pendant light or multiple small
pendants in odd numbers. Lastly, use
statement chandeliers to scale with
the table,” says Sejpal.

c over story
Lights

WORLD OF STYLE

LIVE, LOVE, LIGHT

Nikita Bansal has been designing lights
for the past 15 years, when she met
Gaurav Jain from Basant (a global design
export house), who wanted to start a new
vertical Orange Tree in 2014 she was
happy to head the lighting design. The
result, all the designs are global, created
for contemporary homes with a craftdriven base.

One of the best-known designer
lighting brands is Klove Studio,
the brainchild of Prateek Jain
and Gautam Seth. They have
consistently been creating exquisite lighting devices. Their pieces
blur the lines between form,
function, and fantasy.

Get This Her designs are coated with

high glass powder coating, electrophoretic lacquer, and plating to make them
rust and dust free. A good example is the
Mallawi wall lamp (left).
PRICE `4,199 wall lamp

TOP TIP FOR THE BATH
“Use a pair of sconces mounted at
eye level on either side of the mirror
to provide shadowless illumination.
Avoid adding a light above the mirror
this includes recessed lighting in the
ceiling. Pendant lights can also be
used in a bathroom if they’re not too
close to water sources. Candles offer
wonderful sparkle and set a distinctly
relaxing, romantic tone. Play with
ambient light whether natural or from
ceiling fixtures,” says Bansal.

TOP TIP FOR
LIVING ROOMS
“Keep it warm and
cheerful,” says Seth.
Adds Jain, “Layering the
space with votives and
candle stands always
adds to the ambience.”

STILL LEAVING A
PAPER TRAIL

The name Jenny Pinto is
synonymous with making
sustainable, stylish. When she
realised paper can be endlessly recycled, she started
creating magic. Lights
became a happy by-product.
Using natural fibres such as
banana and lokta as materials, this passion then grew
into a brand called Oorjaa.
Get This Check out Vineyard Bloom pendant lamps,
inspired by wildflowers and
crafted from handmade
paper (right).
PRICE `11,556 pendant lamp

16
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TOP TIP FOR BEDROOMS
“In the bedroom choose warm lighting
to for that hygge element. Mix up
lighting textures to add interest to
your space. Choose sustainable
lighting options to do your part for the
environment. Warm lighting is always
more welcoming than white glaring
lights, it also hides imperfections in
the space. You can also use hanging
pendant lights on either side of the
bed instead of table lamps to
switch it up,” says Pinto.

Get This Featured here is a piece
from The Goa Collection (left).
The new range is inspired by
the exotic fruits, animals and
foliage of the tropical paradises
of the world. It is also a tribute
to the wonders and mysteries of
the iconic 1970s era of Goa, once
a place of salvation for hippies
around the world. Crafted from
handblown glass the sculptural
pieces can’t help but stand out.
PRICE on request

c over story
Get the Look

FABULOUS
FABRICS
Be it the bedroom, living or dining, dress and drape
your space with the latest materials, motifs and
patterns to usher in the upcoming revelries in style
By RIDHI KALE

MEALTIME MAGIC

Before you begin to eat, drink and
make merry, ensure that all your
furnishings are in order. We have
two wonderful completely different
table settings in pretty textiles for
you to choose from. One’s by Ritu
Kumar Home and the other The
Pure Concept Home. Ritu Kumar’s
style is all about luxury viewed
through a vintage lens. Featured
here is a dining (left) dressed in the
new Flora Collection, crafted with
intricate details with playful botanical floral print on its linens.
(PRICE on request).

Photograph by: MANDAR DEODHAR

Chanya Kaur is about restrained
luxe, she likes to use one bold hue
and make that pop. In this setting
(inset) styled by Kaur for The Pure
Concept Home the hue of the crockery is complemented by the napkins
and table mats.
(PRICE on request).
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LIVE IN LUXE

Your living room is the centre
of attraction for the celebrations. For this room nothing
less than rich, luxe materials
will do. No one spells luxury
better than designer JJ Valaya.
Featured here is a comfortable
living room corner draped in
the Tabriz collection, designed
by Valaya for furnishings brand
Tapestry. It’s decadent and
dramatic. (PRICE `2,900 to
`6,500 cushions; `10,800 per
meter upholstery fabric).

DREAM ON

Beautiful bed linen, soft to touch yet
glamourous, ready for the festivities ahead, sweet dreams are made
of these. For your bedroom you
can explore a play of dark and light
shades. Take inspiration from this
bedroom (right) where glimmering
embroidered bed linen in sunset orange is enhanced by fur furnishings
from Kanchi by Shobhna and Kunal
Mehta. (PRICE `8,500 bed sheets
+ 2 pillows; `4,500 king size duvet
cover; `16,500 king size bedcover, 2
pillow covers; `38,000 fur throw).

20
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SHOW THEM OFF

Products

Quirk works. Call them conversation starters or showstoppers, but fun and innovative
pieces are trending world over. They will add a
certain je ne sais quoi to the soirée. These resin
showpieces from the Whiteteak Company’s
new Home Decor Artefact Collection are a
good example. Each design depicts a young
lady in the in different colours and concepts.
PRICE `5,550 to `7,950
AT www.whiteteak.com

THINKING

AHEAD
From cutlery and
crockery to planters and
affordable art, invest
in these 10 products to
make your home festive
ready in no time
By RIDHI KALE

DINER’S CLUB
Be it a sit-down dinner or
a buffet style one, a good
dining table that adds equal
parts drama and style is what
you will need to standout
from the crowd. Get a hold
on this in inlay stone top
with solid crafted wood base
and upholstered chairs from
Beyond Designs.
PRICE on request
AT www.beyonddesigns.in

22
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IN HIGH SPIRITS
Whether you thank or blame the pandemic,
but the celebration has shifted indoors. So,
investing in a good bar for your space will
make the festivities that much better. Take
this one from CPRN Homood available at
Ottimo for instance. The glass bar cabinet
features the signature zig-zag engraving of
the brand.
PRICE on request
AT www.ottimo.in

DRESS THE TABLE
Dinner parties are the norm during the festive season and no table
is complete without pretty crockery. One of our favourites happens
to be Dasara series by Kaunteya.
Inspired by the Indo-Saracenic
architecture of Mysore Palace, the
turquoise blue tableware
with intricate floral motifs
will steal the show.
PRICE `4,100 to `4,400;
AT www.kaunteya.in

SEP T E M BE R , 2021
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THE
ACCOMPANIMENTS
Crockery without cutlery is like
a flower without a sweet scent.
Be ready for the festivities with
pretty cutlery set. This one
from Christofle with a high-gloss
polished finish is available at
Emery Studio.
PRICE on request;
AT @emerystudio.in (Instagram)

PAPER PUSHER
Here’s a quick fix to make
your walls the talk of the
town. If you don’t want the
time, effort and pain involved in getting the wall
painted, get a hold of pretty wallpapers. They come
in a multitude of colours
and designs. Wallpapers
from Coordonné available
at Nirmals Furnishings
are a good option.
PRICE `11,260
AT www.nirmals.com

HANG OUT
Those looking for inexpensive options to do up their
space should opt for wall art from affordable estores. One such gem is an e-platform called Bimba.
Its aim is to make classical and fine arts easily
accessible by bridging the gap between the artist
and the end buyers. You can get a hold of pichwais,
madhubanis and pattchitras that go well with festive themes and look beautiful.
PRICE `1,500 to `22,000
AT www.thebimba.com

GROWS ON YOU
Plants are the quickest way to
make your home feel warm and
welcoming, therefore choosing the right planter makes
all the difference. These days
planters with added height are
in vogue, such as this beauty
called Midas Touch from The
Decor Remedy. Handcrafted
from cane and iron, it will add
a touch of class to your space.
PRICE `7,990 for the set
AT www. thedecorremedy.com
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SLEEP ON THIS
A good night’s sleep is so important during this time. Pamper
yourself with a wonderful
mattress such as the Duroflex
Posture Perfect Pocket Spring
Orthopedic Mattress. The five
zoned orthopedic support layer
provides differentiated support
to all five zones of the body,
while the three zoned pocket
spring layer stops motion from
traveling across the mattress.
PRICE `46,000 (queen size)
AT www.duroflexworld.com

GUEST APPEARANCE
The festival season sees our home packed
with friends and family. Therefore, we
suggest you get your guest bedroom
ready. Get a sofa-cum-bed so that the
space can move from lounge or den to
bedroom in a matter of minutes. A great
option is this Accrington 2-Piece Sleeper
Sectional with Chaise from
Ashley Furniture Homestore available
at Dash Square.
PRICE `2.17 lakh (approx)
AT www.store.ashleyfurniture.in

A PRI L , 2021
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THE
BEST
OF THE
BEST
Find out about a hidden spot for sourcing
antiques, top-of-the-line furniture brands
only known to the well-heeled, upcoming
product designers and more as our expert
reveals design’s greatest secrets

BUYER’S GUIDE

(clockwise from inset) A beautiful bedroom by Sage
Living; resin decorative from Yasanche by Yashesh
Virkar; Infinito Armchair by Lorenza Bozzoli; designer
and influencer Esha Gupta

By RIDHI KALE

What are the top design trends?
Wicker is a sustainable luxe material and is being experimented with a lot recently. From furniture, lighting to wall

26
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D

esign has to be seen, felt and experienced. Something Esha Gupta, a Mumbai-based interior
designer and creative consultant, who is also the
founder and editor of Design Pataki, a digital platform on luxury design, knows all to well. This is perhaps why
she started an ongoing series called Sourcing Secrets, where
design experts share their favourite design and décor brands.
With so many years in the industry and having collaborated
with a multitude of architects, designers and brands, we
turned the tables on her and asked her for her best kept
design secrets.

SEP T E M BE R , 2021
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SHOW STOPPERS

Decor

Glass Forest creates
objects of beauty
(left); bench chair from
Madras Makers (below)

(clockwise from left)
Chest of drawers
from Portside
Cafe; console from
Savana Living;
another piece from
Savana Living

panelling and installations, the creativity with
this material has been boundless. Brands that
have caught my attention are Vakr, Wicker
Story, and Madras Makers.

Upcoming brands or products
designers that you like?
Length, Breadth, Height by Luv Rohra,
Shailesh Rajput, Yasanche by Yashesh Virkar
and This And That by Ariane Thakore are
new and have developed very distinct
styles for themselves. Portside Cafe is an
all-time favourite.

Photograph by NEVILLE SUKHIA

FURNITURE
FIESTA

cally drawn to eccentric, eclectic, one-of-a-kind pieces. One such piece has to be Ashiesh
Shah’s Naga Chair, which literally says ‘talk about me’, it’s ingenious. Recent furniture
brands that have been creating beautiful pieces are Sage Living, Alankaram, Savana
Living, Callisto Elements, and Filo, they are really filling the vocal for local void
in the country.

Secret for a good night’s sleep...
Honestly, Glass Forest’s monochrome Juliette bottle sits right next to me on my bedside
table. It’s uber stylish and removes the mundane from a water bottle. Also, Foam Home
because I can’t stress enough on the importance of the right kind of mattress. Apart from
that my nightly dirty secret is to scour through Chairish and first dibs for pure design joy.

What’s your favourite piece at home?

The best place for buying antiques or
reproductions in India?

My recent addition to the home is by artist Dr Subodh Kerkar’s indigo piece from the
Museum of Goa. The other is a custom table light by Arjun Rathi, the original design
went through so many revisions before we settled in on the final one.

Ranji Kelekar’s store in Goa, their Instagram
page has been divine, before I can order
anything, it gets sold out.

When it comes to high-end designs, which ones would you pick and for what
reason?

When it comes to furniture, what
do you prefer?
With furniture, I would say I’m automati28
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My go-to has to be my dear friend Giuseppe’s company, Ghidini1961, he has the most
incredible designers creating pieces, like, Nika Zupanc to Richard Hutten. My favourite
from their recent collection is Lorenza Bozzoli’s neotenic pieces. I feel sophisticated
curves, especially in furniture, are here to stay.
SEP T E M BE R , 2021
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GRANDMA’S

F

TREASURE

or the new generation, there’s a great love for nostalgia, and
grandma’s closets have been opened with a welcome flourish. Millennials believe that old is new again. The result? The
granny-chic or the grandmillennial style. This design style
is reminiscent of traditional interior design, but with a twist. Floral
prints, retro browns and wedge wood blues lined with frills; using scalloped chairs and table covers; chinoiserie and rooms layered in pattern,
yet with a modern, contemporary edge; are classic examples of the
grand-millennial style. Here are a few easy hacks to style your home
the granny-chic way.

TROVE
The pandemic has resulted in the
popularity of grand millennial or
granny-chic style of design. It’s all about
embracing the old and the familiar with a
modern flair and twist. Here’s how.

1. Pattern on Pattern Group your favourite patterns together to create a striking contrast. Geometries (like stripes) and floral prints also
work very well together. Combine prints in different designs but similar
colour tones and don’t keep your patterns to your walls and upholstery,
let your paintbrushes run even on furniture.
2. Fancy Furnishings Don’t limit
the use of fabric just to sofas, chairs
and curtains. Use them as rugs, bed
linens or table runners. Use textiles
on table tops. Add the extra fabrics
on fringes, frills of curtains as well.

By SHIMONA BHANSALI

3. Mix, Match, Layer, Old and
New Pieces Collect as many retro
and classic items that you own which
blend with your personality, such as
old platters, floral fabrics, chinaware,
and old-timey wallpapers or patterns. The idea here is to layer identical vintage pieces to create a robust
maximal look that will bring out
your personality.

Shimona Bhansali is an

interior designer, space stylist
4. Drama of Decoupage The art
of decoupage, especially on furniture, and founder of Mumbai-based
works wonders. Repurpose your worn Design Hex. www.designhex.in
out sideboard and don’t shy away from
extreme floral experimentation on it.

5. Refashion Old Furniture That old grandad chair by the window;
that collection of dinnerware grandma had that you found so boring
when you were a child… If you’re lucky and your mum saved them,
open it all up again. However, don’t mix it with industrial elements.
Grandma style demands you be chic and classy, and make sure it looks
like organised chaos.
6. Balance is Key A word of caution here is knowing when to stop.
You can spot good interior design in spaces when you don’t feel the
need to add anything.
LOOK BACK

From frills on sofas to layering
old and new pieces, the grannychic style creates a pretty
picture indoors
2
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This year minimalism is out as people spend more and more time in
their cosy abodes, so homes will start becoming a collection of not
only practical things that people need, but also things that give mental
solace and peace.
SEP T E M BE R , 2021
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Gizmo GAGA
From the latest tech toys to reviews
and views, this is all you need to know
about appliances for your home
By RIDHI KALE

NEW LAUNCH

Finally, there’s something for those who want perfect batters. Usha has launched a Colossal DLX,
a wet grinder that has dual flow breakers for finer
grinding. A secure arm lock ensures safety, while
low temperature grinding helps in retaining taste
and nutrition of the ingredients.
PRICE `7890

PICK OF THE MONTH

Tune into this. Samsung has launched its 2021
Soundbar line-up, for a surround sound experience. Our favourite are the Q Series soundbars that
come with Q-Symphony technology, seamlessly
syncing audio from Samsung QLED TV to deliver
3D sound.
PRICE `43,990 to `1,11,990
32
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TRIED AND TESTED

B

ean there, but have you done this? The Finero Next
Machine from Coffeeza makes your favourite cuppa
at the flick of a switch. Coffee machines are known
for their complex procedures, reading manual after manual, in fact, mastering how to use it is akin to completing
your PhD for some. So, with some valid trepidation I
opened this box. And out came out a small, surprisingly
nifty machine. All I needed to do was drop in the capsule
(they come in many flavours, but more on that later) and
press a button for delicious and aromatic coffee.
The science behind it is that coffee is extracted by the
machine by forcing nearly boiling water through the coffee
grounds under high pressure. The used capsule automatically ejects into a hidden tray, which can then be collected.
Here’s where things het even more interesting, for the
eco-conscious you can send the used capsules back to the
brand for recycling.
Now, for the capsules. While the brand retails six flavours, we got our hands on three of them—classico,intenso
and a decaf blend. If you ask us to choose, classico was the
best option as its rich and creamy flavour turned the entire
coffee drinking experience into a café-like feel. Each capsule contains fresh, roasted, ground coffee.
For the hygiene conscious, there’s
more good news. Cleaning this apW
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PRICE `13,949 (for the machine
black
and 60 assorted coffee capsules);
`45 to `55 per capsule
AT www.coffeeza.com

